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GEORGE B. BEARCE       C. C. WILSON        C. L. TURGEON
EVIDENCES that a more manly spirit than has heretofore existed is being developed in our American colleges and universities are seen at the present time in several of our largest and most noted institutions of learning. The fact that Harvard, Yale, and Columbia have each begun the year without the occurrence of that always expected, if not time-honored event, known as “rushing the Freshmen,” is proof enough of the change of sentiment which seems to have occurred among the undergraduates of these institutions at least.

All along the line there are evidences of a decline of that undesirable and almost brutal spirit which it has heretofore been thought necessary to keep alive. Men are beginning to see that societies, as well as exercises of various kinds peculiar to the college world, can exist, and rightly have their places, without the rough initiations and disturbances always so likely to occur.

Now that these old and honored institutions have set the example, there is no excuse for “rowdyism” in any form. That a more courteous and manly spirit shall be displayed between men of different classes, and that a man shall conduct himself as a gentleman in college as elsewhere, let us hope, will be the prevailing sentiments henceforth.
OCTOBER twenty-first is a date in this month's calendar marking an event of world-reaching import—the four hundredth anniversary of the discovery of America by Columbus. It is fitting that the day be appropriately observed throughout this broad land of ours; that all its various institutions unite in whatever way seems best, in making the day one to be remembered.

Well may our nation at large, as it reaches this mile-stone in its wonderful journey, stop to consider some of the marvels of the way over which it has come, to gratefully honor the name of him whose determination and daring found this New World, and to acknowledge the goodness of that Guiding Hand that has lead us into such prosperity. Well may we who enjoy today the blessings of this "new-found world," while we marvel at the strength and beauty, the freedom and enlightenment which these four centuries have brought, ask ourselves how we may further aid in making this Land of Columbus of still greater honor to herself and to him who in the Infinite plan was instrumental in her discovery, and of yet truer and deeper blessing to the world. Let us here in our own college, in our observance of the day enter into it with a spirit of hearty sympathy that this Anniversary day may be to us of some real value and of some lasting good.

In business and professional life, in mechanical and mental labor, in whatever way men are occupied, the rule holds good that success is a close attendant upon those who do, promptly, earnestly, and perseveringly the things to be done, and that failure is inevitably connected with continual excuse for not doing. Ability to do is one great object which all education has in view: "not merely by and for the sake of thought, is education, but in a still higher degree by and for the sake of action." Power of quick and skillful execution, command over outside forces, ability to control instead of being controlled, are the results of doing what is to be done without demur or excuse. College is one place to develop this quality upon which so much depends. The student who meets fairly and squarely the obligations resting upon him in recitation and society room, and in the other directions of college activity, is the one who will be able to meet responsibility later in life, for ability to do, comes through doing, and lack of power through constant excuse, and the man whose chief ability lies in making excuses and in shirking responsibility, is the one whom the world will be most ready to excuse. Life is a continual presentation of things to be done, and the person who meets obligations with a sturdy purpose and honest endeavor is one to whom life is no burden but a perpetual delight.

THE Student wishes to acknowledge, through its editorial columns, the receipt of kind words from one of
the older graduates of the college. In sending a few personal items which, by the way, are always welcome, this alumnus, who is one of our most distinguished graduates, took occasion to forward his expressions of good-will and kindly sentiment which made glad the editorial heart. We quote: “I am much pleased with the Student, and I am frank to admit that it is more newsy than it used to be when our class had charge of affairs.”

In order for a college magazine to be successful, it must rely not alone upon the help of the students and of the advertisers who give it their patronage, it must have the hearty support and cooperation of the great body of alumni. Success, financially, demands this support; while the receipt of literary articles, personal, and other items, contributes no less to the making of a live and successful college magazine, and lightens, in no small degree, the labors of those appointed to its charge.

The Student has no reason to complain, and other instances might be given of kindly help and support which have been received during the year.

THE excuse, “I haven’t the time,” is frequently offered by students when asked to take some part outside of the regular college work. It is a very liberal estimate to say that in nine cases out of ten such a plea is not valid. It may be that on the first occasion it was given simply as an excuse, and the easiest way to avoid doing something which was not absolutely required, but by repetition one has perhaps become so accustomed to it that he believes he is really overworked and has not sufficient time. Such a condition of things should be avoided; for our success in life will be determined largely by the habits formed while in college. If a man is continually making excuses, the people with whom he comes in contact will very soon consider him but a negative factor in society, and will consequently leave him to himself. On the other hand, the man who is energetic, self-reliant, of ready response, and not afraid to launch his craft in the waters of experience, inspires the confidence of others, as one by whom they are willing to be lead.

But we said that the lack of time was not a valid excuse as a general thing. One has only to look about him for a moment to see that such is the case. Who is it that is always present to watch the ball team in its practice, or the play on the tennis courts? It is the man who is ostensibly so busy. To such a one, punctuality is unknown. He is perpetually late at recitation; is very likely to be tardy in his other engagements, and yet is always in a hurry. When the study period comes he idles away the first half of it, then begins to lazily glance over his lesson, and only during the last ten or fifteen minutes of the hour, when he has awakened to a sense of his position, does he arouse himself and get to work in good earnest, wondering why the lesson is so much harder than he thought it, and how it is that those who improved the earlier part of their time get through their task so easily. Such a person remembers his
lesson scarcely long enough to recite it. Just before examination he is obliged to go through a hard course of "cramming." This process can only result in injury. While "cramming" is undoubtedly injurious, the other extreme of going to sleep over one's lessons may prove equally so. A good, vigorous action of the mind is to be cultivated. Concentrate your whole attention upon the matter in hand, whether it be work or play. To attain this golden mean we must be systematic. Make out a plan, a calendar, if you please, for each day, setting apart a certain time for study and reading, and a certain time for recreation, for we are told that "All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy." Allow as few departures from this plan as possible. In this way one will be surprised at the amount of work it will be possible for him to accomplish, and it will not only be done easily, but, what is better, it will be done well. Such a course will bring its own reward, not necessarily in increased rank, but in the satisfaction which is always experienced as the result of faithful and honest endeavor.

The death of Alfred Tennyson not only begets in us a feeling of deepest loss, but, through that feeling, gives a fuller realization of how mightily the world's successive stages of development are influenced by its men of genius. For more than forty years as England's Poet Laureate, and the world's guide in poetic form and thought, Tennyson followed not in the beaten paths of those who preceded him, but created new avenues to the hearts of all those who love truth and beauty, and aroused there deeper feelings, brighter hopes, and stronger faith.

Tennyson's whole life was given to poetry. Receiving a strong poetic feeling and a love of the beautiful from both lines of his ancestry, and reared in a home that was a model for refinement and culture, it is not strange that he should turn his thoughts to the world of letters. But it is by no means to a gifted ancestry or youthful surroundings that Tennyson owes his place as the greatest poet of the century. From the time that as a boy five years old he spread his arms to the breeze and cried,

"I hear a voice that's speaking in the wind,"

until he penned his last lines, his ever-improving work was the result of persistent and laborious effort. His earlier poems gave no promise of what the man was to become. Many of them, besides exhibiting little poetic feeling, seem to have, as do some of his later ones, an over-refinement that savors of affectation. And perhaps nothing shows better the greatness of the man than his efforts to remedy his faults. Checked in his course, and perhaps disheartened for a time by the severe and, in many respects, unjust criticism of his first volume, published in 1830, he yet received profit from such criticism, and his next volume, published twelve years later, exhibited a wonderfully increased strength and beauty. From that time no halt was made, no backward steps taken, until, as regards the superficial structure of his work, Tennyson became "the most
exquisite, the most laborious artist in
sweet, sensuous beauty that the English
language has yet produced."

The essential features of effective
writing are seldom found wanting in
Tennyson. Much of his work deals
with the deepest scientific and religious
thought of the century and must neces-
sarily be abstract; and yet nowhere in
his writings are these passages mean-
ingless to those in sympathy with him,
or so worded as to keep the thought
from the ordinary reader.

Nor is Tennyson wanting in those
characteristics of a higher nature so
necessary to the true poet. He did
not, it is true, enter into the active
battles of life elbow to elbow with
his fellow-men as did our poet Whitt-
tier. And many times he has seemed
to show a lack of that sympathy and
fellowship with humanity that a truly
great man or poet must have. This
seeming phase of his character is not
admirable; but the apparent selfish-
ness disappears with a study of his
poems, the truest witnesses of a life,
not selfish, but that has in the fullest
sense sympathized with mankind.

LITERARY.

THE NEW ENGLANDER’S
HERITAGE.

BY G. M. CHASE, ’93.

DO WE realize that our New Eng-
land, this narrow rock-shelf along
the Atlantic, ranks with Rome and
Greece and Judea? In her great
men,—men like Edwards, Franklin,
the Adamses, Webster, Emerson, Sum-
ner,—in her institutions,—her equal
rights, representative government, pub-
lic schools,—in the patriotism and de-
votion of her past, what land in the
world equals New England? These
glories we justly count our heritage
from the Puritans. Yet these are only
outward manifestations of a more val-
uable heritage,—the element of char-
acter which made the Puritans’ great-
ness, and which can work for us results
equally grand.

Religion was the foundation of the
Puritan character. But was it religion
such as enkindled among their German
contemporaries a barbarous civil war?
Was it the religion of France, butch-
ering and exiling the Huguenots? Was
it the established religion of England,
with her pleasure-seeking masses, cor-
rupt court, scandalously unfaithful
clergy? No; the Puritan’s religion
guided and elevated his whole life.
And why? Because he sought above
all to know and do God's will. The
Catholic learned his duty from Pope
and priest, the Anglican from his
Church, the Puritan from his God.
Nor were his convictions spasmodic
impulses. They were founded on
earnest prayer, diligent study of the
Bible. And when he had learned God's
command, neither convenience, nor
custom, nor human opposition deterred
him from obedience.

And for this the Puritans came to
New England,—that they might live
more in accordance with God's will
than their own land’s hostile laws per-
mitted, and that their children might
not be seduced from the path of duty.
With this sole motive,—obedience to
God's will,—they gladly broke their
dear home-ties, to build society anew
in a wilderness. And the one purpose
of those institutions we admire,—of
meeting-house, school, college, legisla-
ture, town-meeting,—was that through
these they and their children might
better accomplish the mission for which
God had chosen them from the world.

The inspiration of all New England's
heroes has been the Puritan spirit they
inherited, the spirit of devotion to right.
What else nerved Warren at Bunker
Hill? What evoked Webster's reply to
Hayne? What upheld John Quincy
Adams, championing in his old age the
right of petition to Congress? What
moulded the life and words of New Eng-
land's prophet, Emerson? This same
heritage of the New England spirit has
made her people the world's moral lead-
ers. Zealous only for God's will, how
could they fail to take the truest, boldest
stand upon questions of right? By
no accident was Massachusetts the abo-
lationists' stronghold, Maine the birth-
place of prohibition. Indeed, Amer-
ica's great reformers were all New
England born.

New Englanders, are we cherishing
our heritage,—the unflinching obedience
to God's will which is the root of New
England's civilization? Are we striv-
ing to do, not what is easy, fashionable,
pleasant, but what is right? Ask the
crowds at our low theatres, horse-races,
prize-fights. Ask our business and
professional men who hasten by fraud-
ulent paths to wealth. Ask our rich
people, selfish, luxurious, subservient
imitators of foreigners. Are not city
officers chosen by connivance with the
criminal classes? Are not members of
our legislatures shamefully corrupt?
Do our educated classes then preserve
their heritage? Was it duty, or thirst
for popularity that led Harvard's pres-
ident to glorify Mormonism, and com-
pare its superstitious victims to his
own enlightened ancestors? And,—
sad token of New England's degen-
eracy,—even her churches have ceased
to protest against her open desecration
of the Sabbath.

Think not that New England's in-
stitutions, heroic character, moral lead-
ership will endure when the spirit that
created and sustained them is dead.
We view life more liberally than did
our fathers; we love art and music
and nature more; our creed is fuller
of love and charity. But breadth and
culture cannot serve as a substitute for
righteousness. Circumstances forced
the Puritans to be narrow; but the
devotion to duty they bequeathed to us
has been, must be, the root of all
nobility, all progress, eventually all
human enlightenment and happiness.
Can we then preserve our heritage?
The Puritan commonwealth is indeed
of the past. With the closer inter-
course and greater tolerance that three
centuries have brought, God's people
can now serve him best, not in the sol-
titude of the wilderness, but amid the
life of mankind. But the New England
spirit need not die. Let us be the
Puritan's children, our single aim to
know and do God's will. Then shall
we ennoble our own lives, preserve
and brighten New England's glories,
and transmit unenfeebled to our posterity the loyalty to duty, which is the New Englander's heritage.

AN INDEPENDENT IN POLITICS.

By A. J. Marsh, '94.

We have recently lost from the arena of national politics and from the honored number of our illustrious Americans, one who has given to the citizens of this country a high ideal of a successful independent in politics.

We can look upon the life-work of George William Curtis as being eminently successful. He was a man of strong will and with a definite purpose controlling his work; and, although he belonged to the ranks of reformers who are usually despised, yet he succeeded in winning the respect and admiration of all. It is said that he was one of the few reformers who never mixed his love of man with hatred of men. It is indeed a noble ending of a life passed amid the environments of political turmoil and contention, to be held in high esteem even by those who have always opposed his projects.

But among the many successes of his life, it seems to me the greatest was his own satisfactory solution of the question which is now agitating so many of the voters of our land, as to how closely they should be bound by the ties of political parties to advance farthest the best interests of our country. Is there any danger in strict party allegiance, and, on the other hand, is an independent attitude likely to diminish one's power to help the country by lessening his influence? These are the questions which are exercising the minds of a large proportion of the most intelligent and patriotic voters of this country.

There is no doubt that political parties have an important place in the policy of a democratic government; without them such a government would be so unwieldy as to be utterly impracticable. Wherever there is a community of opinion and design, this naturally crystallizes into a form more or less compact and organized, to be known as a party. If principles of government are brought forward to be approved, men will take sides upon them. Every great question before our country has given birth to a more or less successful and permanent political party.

These organizations are the safeguards of our national affairs. Without an active and intelligent interest in the pertinent questions of government no one would be competent to share in its administration; and no other cause has been so efficient to inform the rank and file of Americans upon all the phases of the important issues of the day, as the innumerable discussions caused by the vigorous rivalry of political parties. This rivalry also continually keeps those in office on the alert, that their services may be above criticism and thus bring credit upon their constituents as well as upon themselves.

These are among the many ways in which a political party can prove itself of worth. Yet there are, also, ways
in which much evil may result from their action. As soon as a party loses sight of the great principles of government in their application to the living questions of the day, and makes itself the object of its endeavors, and points its constituents to party as the thing to be sustained, then is the party a dead weight and sometimes an active obstruction to the achievement of the best results in legislative and administrative affairs. Then instead of working for the great issues which called the party into being, the people, becoming discouraged, resign themselves to the leadership of scheming politicians, who have taken the place of statesmen, and are making the most of their position for selfish purposes.

This subversion of the purposes of political organization is only made possible by the large number who, renouncing partisanship in its highest sense, swear to stand by their party without first inquiring what its purposes and designs are and who its candidates. Every voter has the right to free personal opinion, and it is his duty to act as his own best judgment indicates. Any connection with a party which shall require blind obedience is a menace to our government.

However, the speed by which we might rush into great danger upon the car of a political party, managed for selfish interests, is being suddenly checked and brought under control by the air brake of Independents,—men like George William Curtis, who, educated and enlightened, have a firm grasp upon all the affairs going on about them, who are not exercising their political influence for preferment in office, but are really conscientious enough to think that the best dictates of their reason bids them consider the advantage of the country at large; men who have, shining through and far beyond all the fantastic transparencies of party enthusiasm, a purpose which governs all their acts; men who hear an echo lasting long after the shouts of a political campaign have died away, calling attention to wrongs that need righting and mistakes that need correcting, in order that justice and the greatest good may approach all.

It seems to me that George William Curtis has been all this, and more, to our country. It is said of him that he created anew the type of good citizenship and of an honest politician. Having gained a hearty welcome into the field of literary pursuits, and tasted the delights of an author's successes, he was attracted to politics as a place for earnest, practical work. Volumes are written on the influence of the press. Who will now volunteer to speak of one who has caused us to feel the influence of conscience in the political press?

As an editor, a platform orator, and a party organizer, he proved that dishonesty and trickery were not necessary to political progress. Contrast for a moment the growth of his influence with that of a Hill or a Quay. But let us take courage from the fact that the average politician is approaching the standard of the former.

May we have many more who shall set as high a standard as did Curtis. His influence has been wholesome in every
direction in which it has been exerted, and he has set an example worthy to teach every American citizen, that for the good of himself, his associates, and his country, he must look far beyond party to find a reason for every step he takes in the realm of politics.

THE IDEAL IN FICTION.

By Alma G. Bailey, '93.

At no time in the history of literature has the relation of realism and idealism to fiction occupied so large a part of public attention as at present; at no time has the novelist’s art asserted itself with such insistence from almost every point of view.

Realism in literature and in art has always existed, but when unaccompanied by the imaginative faculty has always occupied a secondary place. Indeed, if we were to have nothing but realism, would it not be well to drop the terms fiction and art entirely? There is a growing opinion that the bald, literal statement of any fragment of a life’s history must necessarily make a good story; that the exact reproduction of characters and incidents from real life is the only requisite in novel-writing; in short, that fiction, to be perfect, must not be fiction at all, but truth. Novelists and artists seem to be cultivating their powers of observation and description at the expense of the imagination, forgetting that a sound development of the latter is the more powerful aid to the highest intellectual life.

Now, although fiction must conform to the laws which govern real life, nothing could be more dangerous to the growth of literature than this general application of the idea that all life conforms to the laws which govern fiction.

All true art is life-like, but all life is by no means artistic; and he is the true artist who, selecting the parts which are, blends them into perfect works, just as the Greeks modeled their masterpieces not from one model only, but from the most perfect parts of many.

The fault of this realistic school is after all less one of misstatement than of partial statement. The phases of life shown by the realist undoubtedly exist, but he treats them as if they were all of life. Hence we get no wide sweep, no perspective and no true selection, whereas selection is the very essence of all art.

In this country realism may be looked upon as almost a synonym for pessimism, so persistent is it in the presentation of the woful, mean, and terrible aspects of human existence, and so willfully does it reject the broader, nobler, and more beautiful side of life. A few pampered individuals find pleasure for a morbid nature in reading the literature of pessimism, but every healthy mind finds sweetness and comfort in the optimism of genuine romance. In spite of the tremendous force of Zola and the beautiful art of De Maupassant “hope springs eternal in the human breast,” and so long as there is hope there will be the fruition of life through the imagination in idealism. If, in any future deluge of pessimism, hope should be swept off the face of the earth, idealism will
still remain, for it will be transformed from a faith into a memory. If we look into art we find that every enduring product of it is a romance.

Since the beginning of literature, painting, music, or sculpture, no artist has been able to leave to the world a work of mere realism that can be classed with the enduring, perennially fascinating masterpieces. This is because realism, from its very nature, has no soul, no appeal to man's immortal aspirations, no permanent hold upon the universal human sympathies.

How shall we name some of the greatest artists the world has ever known? Was Shakespeare an idealist or a realist? Was he not an idealist? His people are not mere human transcripts; they are his creations, and they live by the force of his genius. Through the power of Scott the magic of romance was for the first time set in a great novel, and the world was made aware of the true scope and dignity of the prose romance. Since Scott the greatest romancers have been Goethe, Hugo, Dumas, Balzac, Dickens, and George Eliot. How can one compare the grand and powerful works of these authors—the works that have charmed the whole world for generations—with the works of such authors as Jane Austin, Henry James, and Mr. Howells, who devote themselves to the rendering of facts without compromise or embellishment? Their works lack the magnetic influence of romance, and although a certain class continue to praise and recommend them, they live a dull life amid the dust of respectable libraries.

We cannot take mere present popularity as any test of value, but popularity running through a long number of years, and though marked changes of civilization must be respected even by critics. Mutations of taste in style never affect these masterpieces. The difference between the outward vision of realism and the inward perception of idealism has been summed up in half a dozen lines by one writer. What are the dust and ashes of realism beside the living fire of these sublimely glowing words of William Black:—"I assert for myself that I do not behold the outward creation; that to me it is hinderance and not action. 'What,' it will be questioned, 'when the sun rises do you not see a round disk of fire, somewhat like a guinea?' Oh no, no, I see an innumerable company of the heavenly host crying, holy, holy, holy, is the Lord God almighty. I question not my corporeal eye any more than I would question a window. I look through it, not with it."

GULF GLEN.

BY M. W. STICKNEY, '93.

The fame of Gulf Glen reached us from lumbermen, who every year send through it drives of logs, as well as from tourists of every degree, drawn no less by the abundance of its fish and game, than by the beauty of its scenery. Finally, unable to stand against the combined weight of its attractions, we find ourselves twenty miles from home, with guide, camera, and fishing tackle, ready to be introduced to Dame Nature at her summer residence among the mountains.
The West Branch of the Ebeeme, or Pleasant River, for three miles of its course runs between bluffs, or cliffs, from fifty to three hundred feet high, during its passage falling about eight hundred feet. This gorge is known to lumbermen as "The Gulf," to tourists as "Gulf Glen." It was our purpose to go by the buckboard road to the head of the Gulf, and follow the course of the stream as nearly as we could. In short, to "do" the Gulf in a single trip.

We started off at a lively pace, but were soon compelled by the roughness of the way to husband our strength. On either hand giant elms, maples, and birches, stretched their great arms above our heads, evidently too busy about their own affairs to notice our coming. Occasionally we saw a deer start from before us and disappear behind the columns of the forest. From a ledge our guide showed us notches in the woods where roads cross the mountains, and pointed out the ponds and streams in the vicinity. All these are stocked with trout, and of each he told some wonderful tale of fish or game secured.

At the head of the Gulf we find a quiet pool, overhung with drooping trees. Evidently the stream is taking a siesta, preparatory to the journey before it. But look! Suddenly plunging from the level ledge that terminates the pool, it rushes headlong; now trying this passage, now that; around, between, above the seamed and jagged blocks of stone that line the opening of the gorge; dashing itself to foam in its haste to turn a sudden corner, and piling itself up in confusion at the bottom of the pitch.

Here the stream turns, and seems to vanish utterly, and we follow a path through the woods, for it would be useless to try to follow along the broken edge of the cliff; but the woods are cool, the ground covered with mosses and vines, and everywhere the delicate spicy-acid snow-berries greet us from their thyme-like leaves. Moreover, every few steps we find a spring of such cool, sparkling water, that the tin cup of our guide is in continual use. But now we come again to the river, and in the foreground we see the water, divided by a bowlder, fall in two streams from the top of a precipice, to mingle again at the bottom, forty feet below. In the background, screened by trees, is another fall, while on either side the rugged ledges rise so massive that the stalwart pines and spruces look puny in comparison.

As we descend the stream the cliffs on either side approach each other, making huge gates, or "jaws" as they are called, through which the water passes. Perhaps a description of one of them will answer for all. A sort of trail winds around the cliff to the bottom. Down this we clamber, and soon stand on the rocks in the stream. Before us rises what seems to be a door-way in the solid rock two hundred feet high, formerly but a few feet wide, and still showing the original width above. Below, however, it has been blasted away to admit the passage of logs. So awful is the majesty of those towering crags that we feel almost as if we had descended to the lower re-
gions, and might read above the door-posts the direful legend: "All hope abandon, ye who enter here."

A long tramp through the woods and then we come to a turn of the river, where we may look straight up stream for nearly half a mile.—Hammond Street Pitch, it is called. Starting away up among the clouds, the stream rushes down the gorge straight as a crow's flight, reminding us, as it no doubt reminded its nomenclator, of a busy street in a mighty city. Directly opposite us stands out in bold relief an Indian head, with its aquiline nose and prominent cheek bones. Years ago, so the legend runs, an old Indian, the last of his tribe, used to come with dog and gun to offer a yearly sacrifice of a deer to the Great Spirit, when the hunter's moon shone upon its image in the rock. But once a mighty storm arose, and the face of the moon was turned from the rock at the time of yearly sacrifice, and from that time no trace of Indian, dog, or gun, has ever been seen.

As we come to Gulf Hogus, a small tributary to the river, on our way back to camp, our guide turns us into a side path and leads us down ladders, from shelf to shelf of ledge, and finally tells us to go to the edge of the cliff we have been skirting and look up. We obey. From the top of a ledge the brook comes dashing down from side to side like a corkscrew and falls at last into a room about twenty feet across, walled on three sides by vertical cliffs fifty feet high, with a floor of level stones. We thank the guide, and, as we continue on our way to camp, agree that this last picture has been a fit close to the panorama of the day.

 LOCALS.

Snow, '93, has gone home sick with typhoid fever.

The annual catalogue of the college will soon be issued.

Pennell, '93, is teaching in the Lewiston evening schools.

Miss Nash, formerly of Colby, '95, has joined the Sophomore class.

Miller, '94, has been elected scorer of the ball team for next season.

Miss Mason, '96, has been called home by the illness of her mother.

Elijah Freeman, from the Latin School, has joined the Freshman class.

Professor Chase was one of the speakers at the Columbus Day exercises.

The Juniors are preparing criticisms on Burke's Speech to the Electors of Bristol.

Work in the gymnasium has been resumed, but will be optional for the remainder of this term.

Lothrop, '93, supplied the pulpit at the Free Baptist church at East Hebron, on Sunday, October 9th.

The Sophomore debates will occur in five divisions, probably during the last two weeks of the term.

The Freshmen have been drilling for their declamations under the instruction of Mr. E. C. Hayes, '87.

The regular meetings of the literary societies during the term have been especially interesting and well attended.
Spratt, '98, came down from the Y. M. C. A. Convention at Augusta, and made us a short visit, October 9th and 10th.

Some of the essays that have been read before the Psychology class this term have been of a high order of excellence.

Bruce, '98, read a paper before the Free Baptist Conference, held at Lowell, Mass., during the first week of this month.

The fine autumn weather has proved so tempting that the several classes have indulged in walks to various points of interest.

The classes in German Conversation, which were formed by several members of the Senior class last year, have been continued this term.

President Ball, of Keuka College, was present at chapel exercises one morning lately and addressed a few words to the students.

The Seniors exhibit some curiosities which purport to be photographs taken by flash light recently. They disclose several startling features.

The Freshmen have chosen as the committee of award for their prize declamations, Fanning, Bruce, and Miss Bailey, all members of the Senior class.

The members of the Junior class were very pleasantly entertained Tuesday evening, October 18th, by their classmate, Mr. Miller, at his home on Frye Street.

Arthur (with a wild look in his eye)—"Where is the alcohol bottle?" Professor—"Here it is. But" (noticing his frenzied appearance) "I guess you had better let me use it."

The prizes for general scholarship for the year 1891–92, have been awarded as follows: Chase and Yeaton, of '93; Woodman and Page, of '94; Wakefield and Foss, of '95.

The Sophomores have finished their field work in surveying, and as a fitting climax had their picture taken. There will be no more excuses from recitation on account of wet pedal extremities.

A very life-like portrait of Professor Howe appears in the Morning Star of October 13th, at the head of the report of the Free Baptist Conference at Lowell, Mass., of which he was moderator.

The Seniors find the work under Professor Chase this term especially interesting and valuable. In connection with this work the members of the class are writing criticisms upon various standard English novels.

The first two divisions of declamations occurred on Saturday and Monday evenings, October 15th and 17th, with good attendance. The third division will speak Saturday evening, October 22d, at 7.30 o'clock.

The College Band is doing a good business this fall. It is engaged to furnish music for the Freshman declamations, and among other engagements took part in the parades of both Lewiston and Auburn on Columbus Day.

Mr. F. A. Keller, a graduate of Yale, '92, and traveling secretary of the students' volunteer movement, addressed the students of the college, Tuesday...
and Wednesday evenings, October 18th and 19th, upon the subject of Foreign Missions.

The Cynescan tennis tournament continues to be a thing of the present, and yet not so much of the present as of the future. It is expected that the finals will be reached during the next month. If not, the tourney will be postponed until spring.

On the evening of September 24th the Senior young ladies gave a reception to the gentlemen of the class at the home of Miss Little on College Street. When the ladies of '98 entertain, a pleasant time may be expected, and this proved no exception.

The editors of the STUDENT have had their pictures taken. It was with much difficulty that they were able to find a photographer who was willing to run the risk of having his instrument broken, but at last they were successful. With what results we will not state.

A very pleasant reception was given to the members of the Senior class by Professor and Mrs. Chase, on the evening of October 3d. The occasion was made especially interesting by the relation of many anecdotes and the exhibition of souvenirs of their recent trip abroad.

The students of the college, in a body, participated in the parade and exercises of Columbus Day. The division was headed by the College Band and carried a large garnet banner, the product of the young ladies' handiwork. Sturgis, '93, was mounted aid in charge of this division.

The men chosen to act as ushers and "law and order committee" at the Freshman declamations this term are as follows: Moulton, Small, Winslow, Libby, '93; Small, French, Field, Thompson, '94; Campbell, Russell, Smith, Webb, '95; Hilton, Cutts, O. E. Hanscom, Thomas, '96.

First Senior (after a long session of tennis with one of the co-eds.) — "There, we've finished our tournament." Second Senior — "How did it come out?" First Senior — O, it ended in a tie." Second Senior (with emotion) — "The deuce it did! Old man, you're in luck. Accept my congratulations."

The Y. M. C. A. was represented at the State Convention held in Augusta, the 6th to 9th of this month, by ten delegates: Spratt and Joiner, '93; Page and Marsh, '94; Brown, Smith, Campbell, Webb, Knapp, and Springer, '95. Spratt read a paper in the college session, entitled "A College Man's Religion."

In Psychology (after the heavy "plugging" of the night before, in preparation for a semi-periodic exam.) Professor — "Mr. S—ll, how much time have you put upon the questions?" Mr. S.— "Some less than two hours." Professor (with unerring instinct) — "Some more than one?" Mr. S.— "Er—r—r—no, sir."

The ladies of the Main Street Free Baptist Church gave their annual reception to the students of the College, Latin School, and Divinity School on the evening of October 12th. During the evening Dr. Summerbell addressed
the company in behalf of the ladies of the church, and Irving, ’93, responded in behalf of the students.

The members of the Sophomore class went on a hay-rack ride to Greene, Friday evening, October 21st, where they enjoyed the hospitality of Mr. H. P. Parker, a former member of the class. After satisfying the cravings of the inner man with an oyster supper, an old-fashioned candy-pull made the time pass rapidly until a late hour.

The chapel exercises of September 29th were conducted by Mrs. S. H. Barney, superintendent of prison, jail, and almshouse work in the World’s W. C. T. U. A large number of the ladies who were in attendance upon the State Convention of the W. C. T. U., being held in the city at that time, were also present at the exercises.

A physical laboratory for individual work is to be fitted up during the winter vacation. The lower chapel will be connected with Professor Hartshorn’s present lecture room, and used for this purpose. Through the generosity of our alumni several hundred dollars’ worth of special apparatus has been ordered, a part of which has already been received. After this there will be two terms required work in Physics, and one term elective. The elective is to be offered to the Seniors for the next winter term, and to the Juniors for the spring term.

On the evening of September 26th the students of the college were tendered a reception by President Cheney and wife. Early in the evening a concert was given on the lawns by the College Band. A pleasant feature of the occasion was the remarks of Dr. Summerbell, who spoke in fitting terms of President Cheney’s connection with the college; after, this he called in turn upon Miss Conant, ’93, Miss Cummings, ’94, Miss Wright, ’95, and Miss Thayer, ’96, who responded by giving the mottoes of their respective classes, accompanied with some appropriate sentiment. Then followed refreshments. The singing of college songs brought to a close this most enjoyable event.

The fall tennis tournament, under the auspices of the Athletic Association, was held on the college courts, October 6, 7, and 8. The tourney was by far the most successful one which the association has ever held, there being twenty-seven entries in singles and fourteen in doubles. The playing was of a high order of excellence. Following is the detailed score:

**SINGLES.**

*Preliminary Round.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Match</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T. Pulsifer, ’95, vs. Bye.</td>
<td>6-0 6-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small, ’93, vs. Bye.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, ’96, vs. Cutts, ’96.</td>
<td>6-1 6-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pettigrew, ’95, vs. Berryman, ’96.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moulton, ’93, vs. Norton, ’96.</td>
<td>6-1 6-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noone, ’94, vs. Woodman, ’93.</td>
<td>6-0 10-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoffman, ’93, vs. Gerrish, ’96.</td>
<td>7-5 6-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sturgis, ’93, vs. Thompson, ’96.</td>
<td>6-1 6-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brackett, ’94, vs. Bruce, ’93, Defaulted by Bruce.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wakefield, ’95, vs. Hilton, ’96.</td>
<td>6-1 6-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small, ’94, vs. Russell, ’95.</td>
<td>6-3 7-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field, ’94, vs. Purinton, ’96.</td>
<td>6-1 6-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennell, ’93, vs. Joiner, ’93.</td>
<td>6-3 6-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow, ’93, vs. Bye.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Pulsifer, ’95, vs. Bye.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boothby, ’96, vs. Bye.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*FIRST ROUND.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Match</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T. Pulsifer, ’95, vs. Small, ’93.</td>
<td>6-1 7-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pettigrew, ’95, vs. Williams, ’96.</td>
<td>7-5 7-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Moulton, '93, vs. Noone, '94, 9-7 4-6 6-1
Hoffman, '93, vs. Sturges, '93, 6-6 7-5 6-1
Wakefield, '95, vs. Brackett, '94, 6-3 3-6 6-1
Field, '94, vs. Small, '94, 6-3 6-4
Pennell, '93, vs. Winslow, '93, 6-2 6-2
Boothby, '96, vs. C. Pulsifer, '96, 5-7 6-4 6-3

SECOND ROUND.
Pettigrew, '95, vs. T. Pulsifer, '95, 6-4 6-3
Hoffman, '93, vs. Moulton, '93, 6-4 7-9 6-1
Wakefield, '95, vs. Field, '94, 6-3 6-0
Pennell, '93, vs. Boothby, '96, 6-8 6-0 6-1

SEMI-FINALS.
Pettigrew, '95, vs. Hoffman, '93, 6-3 6-1
Wakefield, '95, vs. Pennell, '93, 6-3 7-5

FINALS.
Pettigrew, '95, vs. Wakefield, '95, 6-3 6-1 7-5

DOUBLES.
Preliminary Round.
Hayes and Russell, '95, vs. Bye.
Moulton, '93, vs. Knox, '96, 6-1 6-0
Winslow, '93, vs. Small, '94, 6-1 6-2
Hoffman, '93, vs. Pulsifer, '95, 6-2 6-3
Pennell, '93, vs. Pulsifer, '95, 7-6 6-2
Pettigrew, '95, vs. Brackett, '94, 6-4 6-1
Wakefield, '95, vs. Small, '93, 6-1 6-0
Joiner, '93, vs. Clinton, '96, 6-0 6-0
Sturges, '93, vs. Parsons, '96, 6-0 6-0
Brackett, '94, vs. Woodman, '94, 6-4 6-2
Field, '94, vs. Small, '94, 6-2 6-1
Boothby, '96, vs. Cutts, '96, 6-1 6-0
Hilton, '96, vs. Norton, '96, 6-1 6-0
Gerrish and Thompson, '96, vs. Bye.

FIRST ROUND.
Moulton, '93, vs. Hayes, '95, 6-2 6-0
Winslow, '93, vs. Russell, '95, 6-2 6-0
Pettigrew, '95, vs. Hoffman, '93, 6-4 6-2
Wakefield, '95, vs. Pennell, '93, 6-6 6-2
Brackett, '94, vs. Joiner, '95, 6-4 8-6
Field, '94, vs. Sturges, '93, 7-6 6-2
Boothby, '96, vs. Gerrish, '96, 7-5 6-3
Hilton, '96, vs. Thompson, '96, 7-5 6-3

SEMI-FINALS.
Pettigrew, '95, vs. Moulton, '93, 6-2 6-1
Wakefield, '95, vs. Winslow, '93, 6-2 6-1
Boothby, '96, vs. Brackett, '94, 7-5 7-5
Hilton, '96, vs. Field, '94, 7-5 7-5

FINALS.
Pettigrew, '95, vs. Boothby, '96, 6-3 6-3 6-0
Wakefield, '95, vs. Hilton, '96, 6-1 6-0

Prize racquets were awarded to the winners in singles and doubles, Wright & Ditson contributing a "Sear's Special," Horace Partridge & Co., an "Expert American Tate," and Owen, Moore & Co., a "Bates."
of iron will. His descendant is the flexible, assimilative, compromising, all-knowing, all-accomplishing Yankee, who is neither Puritan nor Cavalier, Englishman, Irishman, or German.

This versatility of character is due to a complex of causes. One of these is the great variety of climate and scenery. Here are all degrees of climate, from arctic cold to tropic heat. Here is the greatest diversity of natural scenery, hills and valleys, mountains and prairies, oceans and rivers. All this tends to develop a diversity of character among the people. Another influence that prevents American character from becoming settled is the vast and constant influx of foreign elements. The dwellers in every nation under heaven have been attracted to our shores. Every one of these immigrants has an influence upon the national life. If the original vital energy is strong enough to receive and assimilate these various elements then they will add strength and power to the nation's life, but if not they will be a millstone around its neck. Another powerful influence upon American character is the commercial spirit of the age. This spirit has wrought wonders in our land. The vast industrial and commercial enterprises that have been undertaken and successfully operated are a witness to the strength, breadth, and versatility of American genius. American genius has been manifest, not in lines of poetry, but in lines of railroad; not in Parthenons, but in twenty story business blocks; not in cathedrals, but in factories; not in "Critiques of Pure Reason," but in the critique of the bank book.

The practical character of the nation is shown in commerce, in the mechanic and industrial arts, in the liberal professions, and in the art of government. The mind and character that can accomplish so much along all these lines would be equally powerful if turned in other directions; for reason and imagination are powers that are developed in a great variety of ways.

The influences of the present day tend to develop push, energy, and resistance. It makes men enterprising, aggressive, and self-assertive. But is this the highest type of character? In our mad rush for position and power what becomes of the Christ-like and passive virtues, submission, patience, fortitude, humility, and self-sacrifice? The man in our day, who possesses the sevritues, is regarded as a sort of an angelic idiot, who ought to be put in a glass case and placed on exhibition, but who has no place in this busy, practical world of ours. These latter virtues, however, are essential to any well-rounded character, but as yet they are not national virtues.

A serious defect in American character is a lack of depth and solidity corresponding to the wide range of its restless activity. This is due largely to external causes. The country has developed so rapidly that the general tendency has been to spread rather than deepen. We live in a time when the sound of the hammer is constantly in our ears and the smell of new paint and fresh mortar in our nostrils. The national character partakes of
this newness and lacks the elements of stability and permanence that come from association with institutions hoary with antiquity. The national character has in it many elements of strength. The sense of honor of the Cavalier and the sense of duty of the Puritan are still felt in the nation’s life. If this original causative power in the formation of the nation’s character can assimilate the various elements that come to us, then the America of the future will exhibit a type of character never equaled in the world’s history.

In this composite character shall be combined the beauty of Greece, the will of Rome, the art of Italy, the earnestness of Germany, the vivacity of France, the impulse of Ireland, and the tenacity of England. From this many-sided character will spring art, architecture, and literature that will be national because they are the spontaneous expression of a genuine national life and character.

S. H. Woodrow, ’88.

Westerly, R. I.

THE SOLUTION OF LABOR DIFFICULTIES.

By C. L. McCleery, ’81.

Of the numerous social questions that face the public at the present time, that of the relations between capital and labor, is one of the most important. Up to the present time there has been no legislation that has proved effective in preventing strikes or losses to both capital and labor where manufacturing interests are concerned, or great inconvenience to the innocent public when such disturbances occur upon a railroad system. The condition of our civilization and the importance of our manufacturing and railroad interests have become such that the failure of the government to offer some prompt solution of the labor question might almost be considered a criticism upon the public intelligence. Boards of Arbitration have been established by different States, but they have proved ineffective, and little attention is paid to them by either party to a dispute. Never was a more sorry spectacle seen than that of the New York Board of Arbitration during the recent Buffalo strike. Neither the railroad company nor the strikers paid any attention to it, though it was a creation of the State, and its members
were on the ground prepared to lend their services to the settlement of the existing difficulty. The railroad company, which received its charter and right to exist from the State, wanted nothing of the Board, though at the same time it had called upon the State to protect its property. The strikers, whose labor unions are allowed to exist by the State, wanted nothing of the Board, but preferred to fight the battle to a finish in their own way. Meanwhile the traveling public and those who had freight tied up and destroyed by the strike were suffering inconvenience and losses that cannot be repaid by the State or by any other body for the reason that they cannot, except with the utmost difficulty, be determined.

It is the innocent, therefore, who need protection. A strike may be precipitated by the injustice or the arbitrariness of either the employers or the employed, but never by the class of sufferers we have referred to above. The losses suffered by the railroad companies at Buffalo can be paid by the State, but the losses suffered by the strikers or the locked-out employes and their families are passed over unnoticed. There is certainly injustice in the present condition of things, and in the multiplicity of labor legislation that has been heretofore considered, there has been little if any attempt to meet this condition. The establishment of Boards of Arbitration was a step in this direction, but it was a short step, for the reason that the members of such a body are not clothed with any official power. They can only act when asked, and their decision is not compulsory upon either party, though it is usually accepted as a basis for the resumption of business relations. The State has therefore failed to keep in mind that it is superior to the bodies that it has created or allowed to be formed within its borders. The present labor laws of England, though they are largely the result of the investigations of a royal commission, are no more satisfactory in this respect.

Now what is the solution of this condition of things? There is among the public a great opposition to any movement that looks towards nationalism, but considerable of our best legislation during the past decade has been in that direction. Cities are allowed to construct and operate their own systems of water supply; also their own gas and electric plants. Some of the States have also provided for the publication of the school books that are required to be used in the public schools. The State of Massachusetts has also, during recent years, entered into the railroad business so far as to construct the Hoosac tunnel which it leased for some years and finally sold at a large discount from the cost of construction. Other legislation might be cited equally calculated for the public good. Why not take one more step forward and provide that in case of a railroad strike the settlement of the question at issue shall at once be the duty of the State Board of Arbitration, and both parties to the controversy shall be passive instruments for the time being of that body? Being a neutral body the dissatisfied employes would undoubtedly be content to leave their interests in its hands.
and the operation of the road could be continued without the public suffering inconvenience or the State be at the expense of paying for property destroyed or, as in the case of New York, for the prolonged maintenance of the militia at the point of trouble. Somewhat similar powers could be given the Board of Arbitration in connection with industrial disturbances. Such legislation would be opposed by corporations, because of its alleged paternalism, but there is certainly reason why it should be attempted.

**PERSONALS.**

'69—The Council of the Maine Pedagogical Society recently met at the Elm House, Auburn, to arrange for the work of the year. Prof. G. B. Files, '69, principal of the Lewiston High School, and E. P. Sampson, '73, principal of Thornton Academy, Saco, are members of the council and were present at this meeting.

'72.—Rev. F. W. Baldwin, D.D., Pastor of Trinity Congregational Church, East Orange, N. J., is a member of the Advisory Committee of the Brotherhood of Christian Unity.

'73.—The Evening Journal of Saturday, October 15th, conveyed to us the sad tidings of the death of one of our distinguished alumni. Prof. I. C. Dennett, of Boulder, Colorado. We quote the following: "Many who remember the ambitious and industrious youth of Prof. Isaac C. Dennett, his studious life during his attendance at Bates College in this city, and his successes in the West, where he had been professor of Greek and Latin at the University of Colorado (at Boulder, Col.,) for a number of years, will be greatly pained to learn of his death from typhoid fever on Friday morning, after an illness of about four weeks. He was born in Bowdoin, graduated at Bates College in '73. He taught school at Castine where he married Miss Isabelle Cate. He has been in the West ten years or more and has been eminently successful as an educator, a writer, and a student. Mrs. Dennett died a few years ago and by the death of Mr. Dennett, an orphaned son thirteen years of age is left. Prof. Dennett was of rare intellectual gifts, a keen, incisive, interesting, and thoughtful man, with high moral purposes and of true life. His death is a loss to the institution where he has taught, and to the town where he has lived. His early life was a notable proof of what perseverance and energy can accomplish."

'75.—The Lewiston Evening Journal of October 8th, contained a likeness of Hon. A. M. Spear, candidate for the Presidency of the Maine Senate, and an interesting sketch of his life. We quote: "Mr. Spear, who has the unique honor of having been four times elected mayor of Gardiner, is forty years old and claims Litchfield as his early home. He taught school prior to his admission to the bar, and began the practice of law in Hallowell, in 1878, removing to Gardiner in 1885. He has served with honor in both branches of the Legislature, and was one of the foremost in the fight for the Australian ballot in 1891. He is an impassioned speaker, with a ringing
voice, and a direct, pointed style, devoid of circumlocution. He has stumped the State in every Presidential year since 1878. He is an expert with the rod and reel and undoubtedly the best violinist in the Legislature, being thoroughly able to lead an orchestra through a classical programme. Bates College is his Alma Mater. As a lawyer, he is in the front rank, and he is one of the famous coterie of Gardiner railroad builders and business hustlers.”

'76.—R. J. Everett is principal of the High School at Minot.

'76.—Hon. Charles S. Libby of Buena Vista, Col., has been nominated by the Republicans of that State for Attorney General. As the Colorado Sun says, Mr. Libby's Republicanism is his pride.

'77.—Superintendent of Lewiston Schools, G. A. Stuart, '77, and Principal J. R. Duntou, '87, of the Lewiston Grammar School, are members of the executive committee of the School Masters' Club of Maine.

'80.—Rev. J. H. Heald, pastor of the Congregational Church at Trinidad, Col., has received a call to Silverton, Col.

'81.—Rev. H. E. Foss, of Bangor, was a delegate from the East Maine Methodist Conference to the recent Free Baptist Yearly Meeting at Pittsfield.

'82.—Prof. William H. Dresser, of Cherryfield, has been elected principal of the Ellsworth High School.

'82.—The ladies of the First Parish Society, Portland, tendered a reception to the pastor, Rev. J. Carroll Perkins, and Mrs. Perkins, at the First Parish house last evening. Mr. and Mrs. Perkins have but lately returned from their wedding trip abroad, and Mrs. Perkins is a new resident in Portland. The parish house was brilliant with many lights and very prettily decorated for the occasion. A number of young gentlemen of the parish, officiated as ushers and there was a large attendance of the church members and those who consider the First Parish their place of worship. From 8 o'clock to 10 there was a steady inflow of guests.—Lewiston Journal.

'82.—William T. Skelton has been nominated by the Democrats of Colorado for Attorney General of that State.

'84.—At a recent meeting of the Franklin County Educational Association, at Strong, Principal D. L. Whitmarsh, of Farmington, gave an interesting essay upon “Moral Instruction.” Mr. Whitmarsh brought out the idea that the teachers of the present day in many instances failed in giving that moral instruction that they should. He also advised that the superintendents of the town schools should see that the teachers they employ attend to this matter more thoroughly.

'86.—At the recent Convention of the Maine Free Baptist Association at Pittsfield, “Prof. W. H. Hartshorn delivered,” says the Lewiston Journal, “a very thoughtful and cogent address on ‘Free Baptists as Educators.’”

'87.—Custer and Knox Posts of this city have engaged L. G. Roberts, Esq., to deliver the Memorial address in 1893.
1887.—U. G. Wheeler is superintendent of schools for the towns of Granville, Agawam, and Southwick, Mass.

1888.—R. A. Parker is principal of the High School at Middleboro, Mass.

1889.—Miss Ethel I. Chipman, who has been connected with the elocutionary work of Miss Laughton, of this city, has resigned to accept a position as instructor in Greek and English Literature in the High School at Marblehead, Mass.

1890.—A. L. Safford, superintendent of schools for the towns of Colrain, Buckland, and Shelbourne, Mass., has issued a very interesting and useful "Manual of Instruction" for the use of the teachers in the above-named districts. There are many good thoughts and suggestions. We quote: "The chief end of reading is to enable the reader to get the thought from the printed page rapidly and accurately. Upon this power depends the pupil's ability to do successfully the work in other branches. Intelligent reading is the key that unlocks for each individual the accumulated treasures of the centuries. In giving suggestions for the study of nature, Mr. Safford says: "When properly presented, Nature Study possesses a charm for the child in the presence of which the former dull details of school work become bright and interesting." In speaking of the importance of the grammar school grades: "To the mass of pupils they must interpret the environment of life if the school is to do it at all. Here should be acquired correct habits of study, a taste for good literature, a discriminating judgment, and sufficient desire for culture to insure the continuation of study in the high school or academy if circumstances allow." Appended to this Manual is a brief report of Mr. Safford's work as superintendent as well as "A Word to Teachers."

1891.—W. L. Nickerson, we learn, has become pastor of the Free Baptist church at Dover.

1892.—D. G. Donnocker is pastor of the Free Baptist church at Brockton, Mass.

1892.—A. D. Shepard is studying medicine at the Medical School in Denver, Col.

1892.—William B. Skelton delivered the Columbus Day address before the schools and G. A. R. at Kittery, October 21st, taking for his subject, "The Gift of Columbus to Mankind." Mr. Skelton has been elected president of the Lewiston and Auburn Law Students' Club.

***

EXCHANGES.

The subject of athletics is prominent in the opening fall numbers of college papers, and the enthusiastic sentiment expressed, proves that this line of college work is receiving full and hearty attention. The Denver Hesperus prefaces a "Plea for Athletics" in the university with this quotation: "Tell me how much attention is paid to athletics in a college and I will tell you how popular and thriving that college is." "The relation of athletics to college spirit," says the Hesperus, "is the closest that exists in college life. Athletic spirit means college spirit. Athletic apathy means dearth of college
spirit. To argue for athletics is to argue for college spirit; who will deny the importance of either?"

Reports of cane and hat rushes are given place in several of the month's exchanges. The *Buchtelile* contains a graphic description of a scene that was evidently of great interest to the writer but if accurately reported a disgrace to the institution, and we may add the report of which, adds nothing to the standing of the college paper. The amount of slang used in the description exceeds anything that we have ever seen in any college magazine.

In an editorial entitled "The Fault Finder," the *Pennsylvania Monthly* gives some excellent advice that, although evidently intended for its Freshman class, is applicable to all classes in all colleges. It is this:

Almost any one can point out what he thinks is a lack in the course or the government of the college, can criticize, or find fault with the make-up or work of the football team; can build a little pedestal of self-conceit from which to proclaim his views. This is easy. It is not so easy to appreciate excellence and advantages, and the most sensible fellow is he who makes the most of his opportunities, even while he may admit that there is something lacking in the particular course of study to which he devotes himself. It has been very well said, that "one of the surest signs of intellectual superiority is shown in a recognition of special worth where defects are prominent. A habit of fault-finding marks the inferiority of the fault-finder," and that is especially applicable to the college student. To expect perfection in the arrangement of courses of study, or in college matters generally, is to expect impossibilities: is to lessen the certainty of help that is for every honest and earnest student who wishes to gain all he can gain, in spite of defects and weaknesses.

The *Oberlin Review* makes the somewhat surprising statement in one of its editorials, that a college education tends to unfit one for becoming a teacher, since a certain amount of dogmatic assurance and positiveness are necessary to imparting information successfully, and since college education opens the eyes to some things that are uncertain, and to the fact that many supposed truths are only relatively true, etc. The remedy proposed for correcting doubtful thinking, and tending to settled convictions upon things in general and in particular, is, in the words of the writer, "to draw sharply the line between real knowledge and conjecture, between more important and less important knowledge." We would like to inquire if this is not one object of college education, and generally acknowledged as such. How is one to distinguish between real knowledge and conjecture except by the discipline that hard study gives? How can an undisciplined mind arrive at logical conclusions? We cannot think that the positiveness of ignorance is what the writer advocates, but we do not understand perfectly just what he does mean.

The *Amherst Student* devotes a column weekly to a department entitled "College Work," which is a kind of directory, giving all changes that occur in any line of work, and noting all things that have to do with college activities. It is a good feature of the paper and would be an addition to any college magazine.

The *Rockies*, a magazine of Western literature, with a department devoted to the schools of the Rocky Mountain region, makes its first appearance on
our table this month. Its chief article of interest to us is a sketch of the work of one of the graduates of Bates, ’84. Miss Ella L. Knowles has the distinction of being the only woman in Montana who is a regular attorney at law. She was recently honored and made somewhat famous by being placed on the People’s party ticket as candidate for attorney-general, and has already begun a vigorous campaign with good prospects of success on account of her personal popularity and keen wit on the stump. One of her achievements has been the drafting and passing through the last territorial legislature a bill which provided for the admission of women to the bar. She was the first woman to be admitted in 1890. Bates is happy in the success of Miss Knowles, and has a pardonable pride in being her Alma Mater.

The first number of the University of Chicago Weekly is a most attractive and interesting one. It contains three articles on live topics connected with their respective departments by three of the leading professors, with their portraits as an added feature of interest; a description of the University buildings, with the illustration of the proposed plan of the buildings; a classified list of professors by departments, with a page containing the portraits of twenty-one of the professors, besides information concerning university extension work, and other matter of general interest. The opening number is inspiring, and worthy of the magnificent institution of which it is the record.

POETS’ CORNER.

DANDELION.
I saw a lusty dandelion
With hair than gold more bright;
A week passed on,—his golden hair
Was turned to silken white;

Another week,—his poll was bare;
Another,—where was he?
O Dandelion, strangely you
Prefigure life to me.
—W. T., ’86.

IF I MIGHT ONLY SEE YOU, DEAR.
If I might only see you, dear,
As swift the darkness falls,
And wind and rain hold revel high
Around these sheltering walls;

If I might only hear your voice,
And look in your clear eyes,
And feel the thrill of your caress
Bestowed in gentle wise;

If I might only sit with you
And hold communion sweet,
My heart with yours, in God’s great love,
My joy would be complete.

What would I care for darkness, then?
And what for wind and rain?
Your presence would dispel all gloom,
Remove all thought of pain.

Yet, though my heart cries out for you,
I’ll bid it peace, be still.
The sweetest joys are those that come
What time our Father will.
—G. H., ’90.

AN ELECTRIC SHOCK.
It often happens, after school,—
And college also, as a rule,—
That heated brains themselves do cool
In wide diversity.

Some scatter here and others there,
Each voice outpouring on the air
The class-room fortune—ill or fair—
Of each settee.
To such a group my tale refers;
'Twas only two,—but such converse
With greater ease,—'twere much the worse
If more should be!

"I'll tell you what," he blithely cried,
The greatest thing you ever tried,—
And please don't laugh,—I can't abide
Frivolity.

"You take the battery, in the Lab.,
Two persons each a handle grab,
Each standing on the glass-tipped slab
In close proximity;

"And when you're fairly insulate,
Just then you up and osculate;
Upon my word it's simply great!
It's ecstasy!"

The maiden turned aside her head,
While cheeks showed trace of sunset red;
But this, forsooth, was all she said,—
"You shock me."

—H., '96.

---

MAGAZINE NOTICES.

Education for October has a number of more than ordinary interest. M. Mac Vicar, LL.D., gives his fourth collection of well-classified "Notes on Principles of Education." — Charles Tudor Williams speaks of the great good to be derived from "Reading at Sight," and urges a fuller appreciation of the new and promising field in the study of language.—Professor Spring hints at some of the results to be sought in the teaching of English Literature.
"Literature," he declares, "is a fine art. It can be taught in the same sense and" to the same degree that painting or music or sculpture can be taught. No one supposes that they are wholly inaccessible to instruction. Within certain limits it has an authentic

mission; beyond them it is powerless. We must not rest until we have discovered the central motive of the whole work, the motive which permeates every part of it and gives it vitality."

Dr. Emerson E. White shows that "The True End of Education" is, briefly, "to fit for complete and successful living."

A general education is needed as a foundation for a special education.

Our schools and colleges should have for their first aim the development and training of man as man, and his elevation towards the highest and, best ideal of human existence, and, in harmony with this aim, they should give such training as will prepare man for the duties and activities of life—an education whose motto is "not the mind only, but the man"; an education that prepares the mind to think the truth, the heart to enjoy it, the will to purpose it, and the hand to perform it.

Much the same thought is brought out in a paper by Mary A. Jordan, in the October Atlantic, entitled "The College for Women." "One lesson, she says, "has been clearly taught by the common experience growing out of the varied aims of the woman's colleges: success varies with the recognition of the student's individuality. With this assured, the avowed aim may be to make learned missionaries, cultured ladies, or scholarly women, and the result will not so much vary. Indeed, it will not be at all easy to tell the college-bred woman from any other good woman, by simple inspection."

The truest womanliness is what is to be developed in the best possible way. She shows incidentally how much broader have become the views pertaining to the systems of higher instruction for women. The first experiments were truly monastic, but it was
discovered that the discipline separate from that of men was not sufficient, and the withdrawal of the college from the world and its associations has proved more and more unsatisfactory. The article unconsciously leads its reader to feel that eventually the conviction will be almost universal that, in the matter of higher education, the best results are gained in those institutions which offer their advantages to men and women alike.

Apropos of this thought of the purpose of a college education and the manner in which it is best to be realized, The Literary Digest reviews an article by Professor Burroughs, of Amherst, on “The Bible in the College.” He says:

Our colleges endeavor to train for service. The Bible in the college not only influences the general atmosphere of life and thought, purifying and elevating it; it not only creates and preserves a spirit of general practical earnestness; it also enters into, and becomes a part, so to say, of special departments of instruction, revealing more clearly regarding each, its inherent character and practical end, thus binding them together in a higher unity through the emphasis which it lays upon common purpose and their social relations to it. The college of to-day is, above all else, a place of preparation for intelligent usefulness in all walks of life. Its graduate receives help and inspiration in after-life from his Browning and his Shakespeare, perhaps, also, from his Horace. From his Bible, in innumerable cases, he receives little help or inspiration, because he has not studied it.

In the October number of the Cosmopolitan we find it difficult to select any one article as most worthy of note, for the issue is so fine throughout. Its subjects cover so wide a range, appeal to so large a variety of tastes, and are so ably treated that almost every paper will repay a careful reading. It has an instructive article by President H. B. Plant, the head of the Plant Systems of Railways and Steamers, which is the first of a series of discussions of “The Great Railway Systems of the United States,” their origin, the vast territory they cover, the causes leading to their development and their future possibilities and probabilities.—Charles DeKay writes concerning “Munich as an Art Centre”; Nathaniel T. Taylor of “An Old Southern School,” the convent of the visitation nuns in Washington, with which have been connected, and from whose academic walls have gone forth, many brilliant and accomplished women.—Murat Halstead writes of “Liberal Tendencies in Europe.”—D. B. St. John Roosa upon the subject of “The Human Eye as Affected by Civilization,” and Henry Cabot Lodge upon “Certain Accepted Heroes.”—The editor, John A. Cockeill gives “Some Phases of Contemporary Journalism” that are as lamentable as they are true, and Thomas Wentworth Higginson makes “The Discontinuance of the Guide-board” the heading for some thoughts relating to realistic fiction. All these are finely illustrated.

Century completes, with the October issue, its twenty-second year. The Spanish Statesman, Castelar, continues his sketches of Columbus.—The artist, Van Brunt, writes further concerning the “Architecture at the World’s Columbian Exposition.” An editorial accompanying it declares that Chicago, in the housing of the World’s Fair, has not only equaled, but has surpassed
Paris. "We shall have an exhibition more dignified, beautiful, and truly artistic than any the world has seen."
—Thomas Bailey Aldrich contributes a short story, entitled "For Bravery on the Field of Battle."—The paper by Edmund Clarence Stedman on "The Faculty Divine," closing his series on "The Nature and Elements of Poetry," is in itself beautiful and truly poetic.

Under the heading of "Religious Co-operation—Local, National, and International," the Review of Reviews has grouped together eight valuable papers relating to different phases of this question.—They are from such men as Dr. Josiah Strong, Rev. Dr. Dana, Dr. Washington Gladden, Rev. Hugh Price Hughes, and Count D'Alviella.

The magazine has also a comparative sketch of Whittier and George William Curtis by Mr. Shaw, its American editor. The points of resemblances and differences of the beautiful Quaker poet and the successful orator are faithfully and strikingly brought out.

It will be remembered that the Review of Reviews gave, in its September number, a portrait of Camille Flammarion. One or two facts concerning this noted scientist, that appear in Lippincott's for October, may be of interest. It says:

Camille Flammarion, the French astronomer, whose articles have attracted so much attention of late, is fifty years of age. He is a small-statured man, of persuasive manner, with a mass of curly hair and a full beard. He was educated at an ecclesiastical seminary in Paris, but abandoned his plans of entering the Church in order to follow his leaning towards science. As early as 1862 his astronomical lectures gave him prestige and popularity. In 1868 he made several balloon ascensions in order to study the condition of the atmosphere at high altitudes. Four years later he published his great book on "The Atmosphere." He has recently caused no little consternation in scientific circles by declaring that certain lights which have been seen on Mars have been signals to us, which he thinks we may ultimately discern a means of answering.

Two comparatively recent inventions are coming to fill quite a novel place in journalism, as is shown in an article that Outing has this month. This magazine sent out, a few months ago, a Mr. Lenz who is to make a tour of the world "with wheel and camera."

The description which he furnishes this month's issue of the first of his trip, illustrated as it is by the various pictures which he himself has taken, makes quite a readable article. One learns from it nothing really new, but the easy manner in which it is written and the element of personality that comes into it, make it one of the most readable articles in the October number of this magazine of "Amateur Sport, Travel, and Recreation."

Walter Blackburn Harte expresses a good thought of the "Divine Newness" that pervades all time. He writes:

It is the fashion to talk about the ennui and exhaustion of the race—in life, literature, everything; to presume that preceding generations have left us a legacy of staleness and repletion. This is a popular fallacy. Every generation, no matter what may be its inheritance, is new, brand new, as new as bright tin ware from Birmingham; the Almighty is not a worse craftsman than a Birmingham operative! The race is never exhausted: individuals may be, the race never! The mysteries and the problems are as old as humanity, but they will be new to every generation; and each generation must live its own way and
discover the key to its own destinies, if such be discoverable.

We desire to acknowledge the receipt of a magazine which has been but recently started, *The American Journal of Politics*. Its purpose, as its name implies, is to discuss social and political subjects of general interest. If we may judge rightly from its issue for October we see no reason why it will not be a magazine of real value, and an aid in solving some of these problems, the key to whose solution this generation is to find.

**COLLEGE NOTES.**

Colby University opens with a Freshman class of sixty, the largest in the history of the college.

Princeton has a Freshman class of over three hundred, the largest class in the history of the college.

At the Leland Stanford this year a total of 640 students, new and old, in all the departments, have thus far entered.

Tuition in the Chicago University will cost $25 per term. Chapel attendance is compulsory.

Over thirty young ladies have registered themselves in the post-graduate department open to women at Yale. Although the movement is not to be regarded as pledging Yale to co-education in general, by many it is thought that early in years to come Yale will have a department conducted exclusively for the benefit of women.

The University of Pennsylvania is to build the largest dormitory in the United States. It will cost $125,000.

The Chicago University will have a gymnasium which will cost $200,000.

Harvard annex has three hundred students this year.

In the women's college at Brown University there are 45 young ladies.

Amherst has, the last summer, built and equipped two laboratories at a cost of about $100,000.

With the completion of the last addition to Warner Hall, Oberlin now boasts of the largest building devoted exclusively to music in the country.

Yale is to have a new telescope. It is now being built by Clark at Cambridge, and will cost $50,000. The glass is to be twenty-eight inches and will be one of the best ever constructed.

Plans have already been drawn up for enlarging the grand stand at Springfield, where the Harvard-Yale game will be played. The seating capacity will be increased from 20,000 to 25,000.

The Faculty of Wesleyan have forbidden any students with conditions not made up, to enter any of the athletic teams, a regulation which is said to have seriously effected the college's athletic interests.

Dickinson has a twenty-eight-year-old professor who is one of the fifteen or twenty scholars in the world who are able to decipher Assyrian inscriptions. His name is Robert W. Rogers, Ph.D.

Little Miami University is not only proud of her two sons, Benjamin Harrison and Whitelaw Reid, but she adds to her prominence by conferring the degree of LL.D. upon William McKinley, another favorite son.
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HINDS' HONEY ALMOND CREAM

FOR

Chapped Hands, Face, and Lips, :: :
ROUGH AND HARD SKIN, :: :
Sunburn, Chafing, Chilblains, :
BURNS, SCALDS, DRESSING BLISTERS, :
Irritations, Scaly Eruptions, :: :
INFLAMED AND IRRITATED PILES, :
Salt-rheum, Eczema, :: :
And all unpleasant conditions of the skin, of like character, restoring its

FRESHNESS AND PURITY.

GENTLEMEN AFTER SHAVING
Will find it a very grateful lotion to allay irritation, protect the face from the Weather, and prevent chaps, soreness, and infection.

FOR SUNBURN
It has no equal, and relieves the inflammation and soreness AT ONCE, and prevents the skin from peeling.

FOR ROUGH OR HARD SKIN
It softens, cleanses, purifies, and renews the healthy action. Contains no Oil, grease, or chemicals, and will not color, stain, or soil the finest fabric, and

CANNOT INJURE THE MOST DELICATE OR SENSITIVE SKIN.

Price, 50c; by Mail, 60c. A. S. HINDS, PORTLAND. Sample by mail, free to any address by mentioning "Bates Student."

KING OF KAMERAS.


THE EASTMAN COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
B US WES S    DIRECTOR Y.

GLEDHILL & MANEY,
DEALERS IN
Gents' Fine Furnishings,
120 Lisbon Street,
LEWISTON, - - MAINE.

HOME LAUNDRY,
Fuller's Block, Main Street,
LEWISTON.
MR. & MRS. C. W. MERRILL.

WANTED A bright active Student to represent us in the selling of "College Bond," the correct stationery for College correspondence. A liberal commission allowed and no extra expense necessary. For samples and particulars address SMITH & WHITE MFG. CO., Manufacturing Stationers, HOLYOKE, MASS.

THE BRIDGE TEACHERS' AGENCY,
BRIDGE & SCOTT, Managers, 110 Tremont Street, BOSTON, MASS.

LOCALITY AND KIND OF POSITIONS FILLED.

With two exceptions we have placed teachers in every State and Territory in the United States. We have supplied teachers to public or private schools in Boston, New York, Philadelphia, New Orleans, Chicago, Cleveland, and San Francisco, besides a large number of the smaller cities. We have secured desirable positions in every section of this country for Superintendents of Public Schools, Professors of Mathematics, the Natural Sciences, Ancient and Modern Languages, Belles-Lettres, Music, Engineering, and Drafting; for Principals and Teachers in Academies, Normal, High, and Grammar Schools; and for Teachers of Music, Art, Languages, and Higher English in the best known Boarding schools and Public Institutions. Outside of the United States, we have filled several positions in Canada, and have had calls from South America, the West Indies, and England. In a few towns we have placed at different times more than twenty teachers; in several others, from four to twelve.

TEACHERS WHOM WE CAN AID.

Teachers who are receiving smaller salaries than others doing the same kind of work, teachers in High and Grammar Schools, in many departments in Colleges and Academies, and in in all other lines of work where changes are frequent, should avail themselves of the advantages offered by this Agency. We invite progressive and well-qualified teachers in every department of school work to register with us. Such teachers will find that we have the best possible facilities for introducing them to school officers. We are also likely to aid inexperienced teachers who have received a college or normal education, and who are willing to accept small salaries because of their inexperience. We have a constantly increasing demand for specialists in the Sciences, Art, Music, Kindergarten, Manual Training, and Methods. In brief, if you can make clear to those who wish to employ teachers that you have done successful work, or are capable of doing such, we can be of service to you. Registration blanks and manuals free to any address.
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JOHN Y. SCRUTON & SON,

Fine Tailoring.

We shall show this season all the Novelties for Spring and Summer Suitings, Overcoatings, and Trouserings, which we are prepared to make up in first-class order, and at REASONABLE PRICES for good work. Dealers in Ready-Made Clothing and Gents' Furnishing Goods. 23 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, MAINE.

D. W. WIGGIN, Apothecary.

PHYSICIANS' PRESCRIPTIONS OUR SPECIALTY.

213 Lisbon Street, Corner of Pine, LEWISTON, ME.

The N. I. JORDAN Insurance Agency,

Room 1, Goff Block, AUBURN, MAINE.

N. I. JORDAN. O. J. HACKETT.

If you want Good Gruel, Call on Us for your Fuel.

J. N. WOOD, 64 Middle Street, LEWISTON.

F. I. MILLS
Carries a choice stock of
GROCERIES and MEATS.
First-class goods at reasonable prices.
All orders will receive prompt attention.
238 Main St., Cor. Middle, Lewiston, Me.

MAIN STREET LAUNDRY
111 Main St., Lewiston, Me.
This Laundry is opposite Hotel Atwood. All work done by hand at shortest possible notice. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Goods called for and delivered.
MRS. J. H. LANDERS, Prop'r.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303, 404, 332, 351, 170, AND HIS OTHER STYLES
SOLD BY ALL DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.
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If You Want the Best Confectionery in the City

CALL ON

S. A. CUMMINGS, The Confectioner,
And you will get it. Prices 10c., 15c., 20c., 30c., 40c., and 60c. Also, COLD AND HOT SODA with Pure Fruit Syrups.
Store and Manufactory, 223 Main Street, LEWISTON, ME.

S. A. CUMMINGS.

J. H. TWOMBLY & CO.
FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY.
Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
Opp. Y. M. C. A. Block, Court Street,
AUBURN, ME.

NEW YORK STORE.

B. PECK DRY GOODS CO.,
Importers, Jobbers, and Dealers in
Dry and Fancy Goods,
Garments, Millinery, etc.,
Sands Block, 126-128 Lisbon St., LEWISTON.
FINE WORK A SPECIALTY.

JUDKINS’ LAUNDRY
187 Lisbon St., LEWISTON.

D. ALLEN & CO.,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in
Furniture, Carpets, & Undertaking.

PARLOR FURNITURE,
CHAMBER FURNITURE,

DRAPERIES,
WINDOW SHADES.


225 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, ME.
This Institution is located in the city of Lewiston, Maine. The special object of the school is to prepare students for the Freshman Class of Bates College, though students who do not contemplate a College course are admitted to any of the classes which they have the qualifications to enter. The School is situated near the College and Theological School, and thus affords important advantages of association with students of more advanced standing and scholarship.

The Course of Study comprises three years and as many classes: that is, the first year, or third class; the second year, or second class; the third year, or first class. The classes are so arranged that students can enter the school at any time during the year.

**BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.**

IVORY F. FRISBEE, A.M., PRINCIPAL............. Teacher of Latin and Greek.
J. P. FANNING.................................... Teacher of Elocution and Rhetoric.
W. C. MARDEN..................................... Teacher of Mathematics.
L. A. ROSS........................................ Teacher of Mathematics and Latin.
S. I. GRAVES...................................... Teacher of Mathematics.
W. E. PAGE........................................ Teacher of Latin.

For further particulars send for Catalogue.

**LYNDON INSTITUTE,**

**LYNDON CENTRE, VT.**

WALTER EUGENE RANGER, A.M., PRINCIPAL, Teacher of Latin and Political Science.
JUDSON BAXTER HAM, A.M., Teacher of Natural Science and Mathematics.
WILLIAM LEVI BUNKER, Teacher of Banking, Book-Keeping, and Penmanship.
LILIAN BLANCHE MATHEWSON, A.M., Teacher of Greek and History.
ISABEL SHELTON COPELAND, Teacher of French, German, and English.
SARAH WILLS HAM, Teacher of Arithmetic.
JOSEPH HENRY HUMPHREY, Teacher of Vocal Music.
ABEL BEMIS RANGER, Teacher of Instrumental Music.
JOSEPHINE MARJORIE RIMAN, Teacher of Expression.
JENNIE MAUNA NEWCOMBE, Teacher of Short-hand and Typewriting.

A school for both sexes. Classical Course, College Preparatory Course, Scientific Course, Business Course, each of four years; Commercial Course, Course in Short-hand and Typewriting, each of one year; Musical Course of four years; Instruction in Music, Painting, Drawing, and Elocution.

Character of instruction unsurpassed by any similar institution in the State. Modern Methods in Language and Science. No crowded classes. An excellent Library, adapted to wants of students. A rare cabinet, probably unequaled by any similar institution in Northern New England. A chemical Laboratory for individual experimenting. A large and finely fitted room for Business Practice in Banking and Bookkeeping. A sufficient number of Pianos and Typewriters to meet every want. A pleasant Reading-Room, containing a large number of the best papers and magazines. A large and steam-heated room, delightfully located. 225 students the past year.

SANDFORD HALL, a three-story structure, 100 feet in length, was erected in 1881 to serve as a home for teachers and pupils.

I. W. SANBORN, Sec'y and Treas.,

LYNDONVILLE, VT.

**LEBANON ACADEMY.**

Pupils fitted for Business, Scientific Schools, or the best Colleges.

W. E. KINNEY, A.B., Principal.

For further particulars, address the Principal, or ELIHU HAYES, Sec'y.

**New Hampton Literary Institution,**

**NEW HAMPTON, N. H.**


Address, Rev. A. B. MESERVEY, A.M., Principal.

**GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY,**

**WATERBURY CENTRE, VT.**

Courses of Study—College Preparatory, Classical and English Commercial. The best Commercial Department in the State. Expenses Low.

For further particulars address the Principal, W. L. NICKERSON, at Waterbury Centre.

**MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE,**

**PITTSFIELD, MAINE.**

Thorough Courses of Study in English, Classical and Scientific Branches.

Normal Department attached.

O. H. DRAKE, A.M., Principal.
Agents Wanted.

FREE TRIAL. Why suffer from the bad effects of the La Grippe, Lame Back, Kidney and Liver Disease, Rheumatism,Indigestion, Dyspepsia, any kind of weakness, or other diseases, when Electricity will cure you and keep you in health. (Headache relieved in one minute.) To prove this I will send Dr. Judd's Electric Belt to any one on trial free. Prices, $5, $10, $15, if satisfied. Also, Electric Trusses and Box Batteries. Costs you nothing to try them. Can be regulated to suit, and guaranteed to last for years. A Belt and Battery combined, and produces sufficient electricity to shock. Free Medical Advice. Write to-day. Give waist measure, price and full particulars. Address Dr. Judd, Detroit, Mich.

DR. JUDD'S ELECTRIC BELT

Colpitts & Co., Photographers and Crayon Artists.

Life-size Portraits a Specialty.

More than thirty years of experience, together with the best instruments in use, enables us to make a class of work that is of a very high order. COME AND SEE.

E. C. Andrews & Co., Manufacturers of and Retailers in

Fine Grades of Stiff, Flexible, and Silk Hats.

Hats Made to Order Without Extra Cost.

72 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Maine.

Fassett & Basset,
Photographers & Portrait Artists,

Lisbon St., Lewiston, ME.

Our Apparatus, Accessories and Light are the Best in the City.

First-Class Work Guaranteed

Portraits in Crayon, India Ink, Pastel, Water Colors, and Bromide Enlargements.

When Others Fail Try Fassett & Basset.

Maine Central Railroad.

For All Points East and West.

Through Parlor Cars Between Lewiston and Boston.

Arrangement of Trains in Effect June 27, 1882.

Upper Station, Bates Street.

For Montreal, and the West, 7.20 a.m., 4.30 p.m.

For Quebec, 10.30 a.m., Portland and Boston, 7.20 a.m., 10.30 a.m., 4.30 p.m., Waterville, Skowhegan, Bangor, Aroostook County, and St. John, 11.15 and 12.40 p.m., Farmington, 9.40 a.m., 2.40 p.m., Waterville, 6.25 p.m.

Lower Station, Main Street.

For Portland and Boston, 6.50 a.m., 10.30 a.m., 11.30 p.m. Bath, 6.50 a.m., 10.30 a.m., 12.55 p.m., 5.15 p.m., 11.30 p.m., Augusta, 6.50 a.m., 12.55 p.m., 11.30 p.m., Waterville and Bangor, 12.55 p.m., 11.30 p.m., Aroostook County and St. John, 12.55 p.m., 11.30 p.m., Rockland, 6.50 a.m., 12.55, 11.30 p.m., Farmington, 8.55 a.m., 2.45 p.m.

Sundays—for Brunswick, Bath, Portland, Boston, Augusta, Bangor, and St. John, 10.30 a.m.

* Runs DAILY connecting at Brunswick with Express Trains for Boston and Bangor.

Payson Tucker,
Vice-President and Gen'l Manager.

F. E. Boothby,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.

Books, Stationery, and Periodicals

At

Fernald's Bookstore.

Under Music Hall, . . . Lewiston, ME.

Go to E. M. Heath's Music Store

For Everything in the Music Line.

Largest Stock in the State to Select From. Special Discount to Colleges and Schools.

171 Lisbon Street, - Lewiston, ME.
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BATES COLLEGE.

FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT.

REV. ORENB. CHENEY, D.D.,
President.

REV. JOHN FULLONTON, D.D.,
Prof. of Ecclesiastical History and Pastoral Theology.

JONATHAN Y. STANTON, A.M.,
Professor of Greek and Latin Languages.

REV. BENJAMIN F. HAYES, D.D.,
Professor of Psychology and Exegetical Theology.

THOMAS L. ANGELL, A.M.,
Professor of Modern Languages.

REV. JAMES ALBERT HOWE, D.D.,
Professor of Systematic Theology and Homiletics.

GEORGE C. CHASE, A.M.,
Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature.

THOMAS HILL RICH, A.M.,
Professor of Hebrew.

JOHN H. RAND, A.M.,
Professor of Mathematics.

REV. ALFRED W. ANTHONY, A.M.,
Fullenton Professor of New Testament Greek.

LYMAN G. JORDAN, A.M.,
Professor of Chemistry and Biology.

WILLIAM H. HARTSHORN, A.M.,
Professor in Physics and Geology.

GEORGE W. HAMLEN, A.B.,
Instructor in Greek.

PORTER H. DALE,
Instructor in Elocution.

CLASSICAL DEPARTMENT.

TERMS OF ADMISSION.

Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class are examined as follows:—

LATIN: In nine books of Virgil’s Aeneid; the Catiline of Sallust; six orations of Cicero; thirty exercises in Jones’s Latin Composition; Grammar (Harkness or Allen & Greenough). GREEK: In three books of Xenophon’s Anabasis; two books of Homer’s Iliad; twenty exercises in Jones’s Greek Composition; Goodwin’s or Hudson’s Greek Grammar. MATHMATICS: In Arithmetic, in Wentworth’s Elements of Algebra, and Plane Geometry or Equivalents. ENGLISH: In Ancient Geography, Ancient History, English Composition, and one of the following English Classics: Shakespeare’s King John and Twelfth Night; Wordsworth’s Excursion (first book); Irving’s Bracebridge Hall; Hawthorne’s Twice Told Tales (second volume).

All candidates for advanced standing will be examined in the preparatory studies, and also in those previously pursued by the class they propose to enter, or in other studies equivalent to them. Certificates of regular dismission will be required from those who have been members of other colleges. The examinations for admission to College take place on the second Saturday before Commencement, on Wednesday preceding Commencement, and on Saturday preceding the first day of the Fall Term. The examinations for admission to College will be both written and oral. Hereafter no special students will be admitted to any of the College classes.

EXPENSES.

The annual expenses for board, tuition, room rent, and incidentals are $180. Pecuniary assistance, from the income of thirty-seven scholarships and various other benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their expenses otherwise. Students contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course.

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.

This is a department in the College, established by vote of the corporation July 21, 1870. It occupies Nichols Hall, situated about a quarter of a mile from the College buildings, and is in charge of a special Faculty appointed by the College corporation. Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian church, and to give evidence of their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified by the church of which they are members respectively, or by some ordained minister. Those who are not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study, must be prepared for examination in the common English branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy, Algebra, and in the Latin and Greek languages. Tuition, room rent, and use of libraries free.

COMMENCEMENT, Thursday ................................................................. JUNE 29, 1893.
BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Union Mutual Life Insurance Company,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

INCORPORATED 1848.

IRA F. CLARK & CO. THE LEADING
Clothiers and Furnishers
482 Congress St., PORTLAND, ME.

PHONE NO. 286-3.

W. BLANCHARD,
Fine Illuminating Oils, Gasoline and Naphtha, Pratt's Astral Oil.
Office, No. 7 Middle Street, LEWISTON, ME.

Five-Gallon Pump Cans Furnished Free to Customers. Orders by Mail or Telephone Promptly Filled.

WANTED:

TEACHER OR STUDENT

AS PERMANENT OFFICE ASSISTANT.

Either Gentleman or Lady. No preference, qualifications being equal. Salary $750, and Railway fare paid to Office if engaged. Enclose reference and self-addressed stamped envelope to HENRY JONES, Secretary, Chicago, Ill.

ISAAC GODDARD,
DENTIST.

3 1-2 Phoenix Block, Auburn.

FASHIONABLE HATS and
Gents' Furnishings.

SPECIAL PRICE ON FINE SHIRTS AND HOISERIES,

At GEO. W. COBB'S,
57 Court Street, Auburn.

P. R. HOWE, D.D.S.,

No. 8 Depot Block, AUBURN, MAINE.

VISIT THE BIG JEWELRY STORE

And try our PERFECT FOUNTAIN PEN. It will never leak or drop ink and is highly recommended by all who use it. We invite the people to find fault with it. It is perfect.

A. W. ANTHOINE, Jeweler and Optician,
70 Lisbon St., Under Music Hall, LEWISTON, ME.

LANGMAID'S, 113 Bates St.,
CATERERS.

ICE-CREAM & WATER ICES

Constantly on hand. Confectionery at Wholesale. Parties supplied at short notice. Fancy Cake, Lady Fingers, Kisses, etc.

113 Bates Street, LEWISTON, ME.
BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

N. S. RAND.
 DEALER IN
Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers.
Fine Repairing Done.
254 Main Street, Lewiston, Me.

McINTIRE & MERSEREAU,
FIRST-CLASS HAIR DRESSERS,
187 Main St., LEWISTON.

ALL THE NEW STYLE HATS.
Are you going home vacation, if so, get a new
TRUNK
At PHIL P. GETCHELL’S.

FINE TEAS AND PURE COFFEEs
At
PEOPLE’S COMPANY
194 Lisbon St., Lewiston.
Beautiful Presents with every pound.

I. L. ROBBINS,
COAL AND WOOD,
Office and Yard 142 Bates St.
All orders by Mail or Telephone promptly attended to.
Telephone No. 104-4.

I. L. HAMMOND & CO.,
Photographers and Crayon Artists.
Copying, Enlarging, and Picture Framing.
120 Lisbon Street.

E. H. GERRISH,
APOTHECARY.
145 Lisbon St., cor. Ash, LEWISTON, ME.
Prescriptions promptly and accurately prepared.
Full line of Chemicals, Drugs, Perfumes, Toilet Articles, &c., at Reasonable Prices.

I am constantly improving my stock of
Boots and Shoes
FOR LADIES AND GENTS
of all kinds. Call and Examine for Yourselves.

C. O. MORRELL,
Corner Main and Lisbon Streets, LEWISTON.
SIGN BIG BLACK BOOT.

Lewiston Monumental Works,
Wholesale Dealers and Workers of
Granite, Marble,
AND ALL KINDS OF FREESTONE,
12 and 14 Bates St., Near Up. M. C. R. R. Depot,
LEWISTON, ME.
Estimates furnished on application.
J. P. MURPHY, Manager.

R. C. PINGREE & CO.,
136 Main St., LEWISTON,
PLANNING MILL
And all kinds of
WOOD WORKING.
INDIAN CLUBS TURNED TO ORDER.
BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

CURTIS & ROSS’ Photographic Studio

Photographs of all kinds and sizes finished in the best possible manner. Having perfected the Bromide process, we are now ready to furnish the PERMANENT BROMIDE PICTURES of any size and at moderate prices. To customers wishing for Bromide Pictures, no charge will be made for making the negative.

FREE-HAND • CRAYONS • A • SPECIALTY.

SPECIAL • RATES • TO • CLASSES.

CURTIS & ROSS,
Cor. Lisbon and Ash Sts., Lewiston.

Always call at
TRACY’S
Two Great Bargain Stores,
26 Lisbon St., and 231 Main St.,
LEWISTON, ME.

DOYLE BROS.’
Lewiston 5-Cent Store
32-38 Lisbon St., LEWISTON.

BASE BALLS,
CROCKERY, GLASSWARE, TINWARE,
Toys, Notions, etc., Wholesale and Retail.

J. DOYLE.     P. M. DOYLE.
1892.         1892.

GEORGE A. CALLAHAN,
ELECTRIC
BOOK AND JOB PRINTER,
21 Lisbon St., LEWISTON.

FINE COLLEGE AND SOCIETY PRINTING
A SPECIALTY.

B. LITCHFIELD & CO.,
DEALERS IN
Groceries and Provisions,
249 Main Street, Lewiston.

UNION PRINTING CO.,

ARTISTIC PRINTING
LEWISTON, ME.,

LISBON ST., OVER BICKNELL & NEAL.

F. G. PAYNE, Manager.

A. L. GRANT,
Manufacturer of Pure
CONFECTIONERY,
160 Lisbon Street, Lewiston.

E. & M. S. Millett,
Millinery and Fancy Goods,
13 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.

W. H. WEEKS,
PRINTER

32 MAIN STREET,
LEWISTON, - - - MAINE.
BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

JORDAN, FROST & CO.,
Eastern, Western and Southern Lumber
Mouldings, Gutters, and Brackets. Steam
Planing Mill and Lumber Yard
Foot of Cross Canal, LEWISTON, ME.

O. A. NORTON,
Coal and Wood,
LEWISTON, MAINE.

OFFICE, 31 ASH STREET.
Yard on Line of M.C.R.R. between Holland and
Elm Streets. Telephone No. 167-3.

IF YOU WANT A NOBBY TEAM
GO TO
H. A. READ'S.

The Best Place in the two Cities for Barges.

EASTERN TEACHERS' AGENCY.

Progressive Teachers Wanted at all times. Vacancies are constantly occurring and
we want to add the names of many available candidates to our
list. College Graduates especially needed. Registration blank and circular sent on request.

E. F. FOSTER, MANAGER.

A. L. & E. F. GOSS,
DEALERS IN
Stoves, Ranges, Refrigerators, Crockery, & Lamps,
Agricultural Implements, Butter Factory and Private Dairy Supplies.

41, 43, & 45 Main Street, Corner of Lincoln,

LEWISTON, ME.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

FINE TAILOR-MADE CLOTHING
FOR YOUNG MEN.

Our Suits and Overcoats have the right Cut and Fit

** TO THEM. **

We see to it that the prices are right.

R. M. SYKES & CO.,
The Clothiers,
54 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON, ME.
BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

NEW STORE.

JAMES W. CARVER,
123 Lisbon St., all kinds of

Ladies', Gents' and Children's Footwear.

Look for Revolving Tower, Opposite B. Peck & Co.

- CHARLES A. ABBOTT,
Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Fine Toilet Soaps, Brushes, Combs, &c.
Corner Lisbon and Main Streets, — — Lewiston, Maine.
Perfumery and Fancy Toilet Articles in great variety. Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded

R. W. CLARK, Druggist,
DEALER IN
Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals
Fancy and Toilet Articles,
And also Branch Agent for American Express Co. Money Order.
Cor. Main and Bates Sts., Lewiston.
Cure your

COUGH

With SYRUP P IX LIQUIDA COMPOUND, as clean, nice and wholesome as honey and as safe as anything can be.

It removes the cause of the cough, and secures the best of hoons—good health. You can buy it of dealers everywhere for 35 cents. Our green and yellow seal is a guarantee of genuineness.

Auburn Drug and Chemical Company
AUBURN, MAINE.
THE LARGEST STOCK OF CHOICE

Flour, Groceries, Provisions, etc.,
In the City, can be found with

NEALEY & MILLER,
Cor. Main and Bates Streets, LEWISTON.

NEW + DINING + ROOMS,
57 Lisbon St., Near Music Hall, Lewiston.
D. F. LONG, . . . PROPRIETOR.
Meals at all hours. The Best of Steaks, Oysters, and Ice-Cream. CATERING FOR PARTIES A SPECIALTY. The best place in the city to get a Nice Oyster Stew.

IMPORTANT!
If you want good

TEA, COFFEE, FLOUR
Or anything else usually kept in a first-class Grocery Store, or if you intend to visit any part of the world (especially Europe), or are sending for friends or sending money to friends, be sure and call on

JOHN CARNER,
Grocer and Provision Dealer, Agent for Fleischmann & Co.'s Compressed Yeast, Passenger and Exchange Agent,
PARK STREET, 213 . . . . LEWISTON.

DEAFNESS,
Its Causes and Cure,
Scientifically treated by an aurist of world-wide reputation. Deafness eradicated and entirely cured, of from 20 to 30 years' standing, after all other treatments have failed. How the difficulty is reached and the cause removed fully explained in circulars, with affidavits and testimonials of cures from prominent people, mailed free.

DR. A. FONTAINE, Tacoma, Wash.

FRANK KILGORE,
First-Class Carriages
FURNISHED FOR
WEDDINGS AND PLEASURE PARTIES,
At any time. All new, neat, and first-class, with careful and gentlemanly drivers.

HEARSE AND HACKS FOR FUNERALS AT SHORT NOTICE.

HACK OFFICES: Gerrish's Drug Store; Residence, 107 College Street.
CONNECTED BY TELEPHONE.
BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

In ancient times the gay gallants,
Who graced the gilded Court of France,
Wore shoes of pattern wondrous queer,
Which no one would desire here;
So we have shoes of better grade,
Than in the olden time were made.

THE FANTASTIC STYLES OF THE PAST
Have long since been discarded, but in their place a more
sightly and a far more durable protection for
the foot has been substituted.

THE MODERN AMERICAN SHOE
May be seen in all of its perfection and beauty at our store.
We have the largest and finest variety of

FOOTWEAR

Ever seen in these two cities. And as for style, we have
everything that good taste could suggest.

Good Material, Fine Appearance, and Reasonable Price
Are three great essentials in shoes, and if you will give us a call we will
show you all these qualities.

DUNHAM & BRYANT, 76 Lisbon Street, Lewiston.

D. F. FIELD
Carries the largest and

Best Stock of Tennis Goods
East of Portland. Please call and examine.

43 PARKER HALL.

RICHARDSON, FARR & CO.,
Manufacturers of Harness,
AND DEALERS IN
BOOTS, SHOES, AND RUBBERS.
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Special Rates to Students.
30 Bates St., and 344 Lisbon St., LEWISTON.

LEVI P. YORK,
DEALER IN
New and Second-Hand Furniture,
Looking Glasses, Cutlery, Tin and Wooden Ware,
Crockery and China Ware, Cook and
Parlor Stoves, etc., etc.,
243 Lisbon St., Opp. College Block, Lewiston.

EASTERN STEAM DYE HOUSE
M. J. BEAL, PROPRIETOR,
105 Main St., opp. Hotel Atwood, Lewiston, Me.
Ladies' and Gents' Garments of Every Description
DYED, CLEANSED, and FINISHED in a SUPERIOR MANNER.
Garments Repaired and Pressed in a First-Class Manner.
BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

GIVEN'S ORCHESTRA.  
FRED A. GIVEN, Musical Director.  
  F. P. MANLEY, Business Manager.  
First-Class Music Furnished for Balls, Weddings, Receptions, Etc.  
-BEST OF PROMPTERS FURNISHED.-  
Office at Laughton's New Music Store, Main St., Atwood's Block, Opposite Lower M. C. R. R.  

LADIES AND GENTS, TAKE NOTICE.  

FASHIONABLE  
Hair Dressing Rooms,  
PHENIX, 33 Ash Street.  

LEWISTON STEAM DYE HOUSE,  
141 Main Street, LEWISTON.  
Dyeing and Cleansing in all its branches. Lace Curtains Cleansed and Finished to look like new.  
JOSEPH LEBLANC, Proprietor.  

EVERYBODY'S LOOKING FOR SOMETHING NEW!  

When a Man or Boy wants some New Clothes, a Hat or Furnishing Goods, Umbrellas, Etc.,  

HERE'S THE PLACE TO BUY.  

PLAIN FIGURES.  ONE PRICE.  
A FINE NEW STORE. NEW STYLISH STOCK.  

We want your trade, and will sell you goods at much Less Price than any other store in the business.  

PRAGER CLOTHING CO.,  
87 Lisbon Street (Music Hall Block), LEWISTON, ME.  

Make no mistake in the name and Number.
RICHARDS & MERRILL,

Merchant Tailors, and Dealers in Ready-Made Clothing, Furnishing Goods, etc.

We have always on hand a very large and choice selection of Foreign and Domestic Woollens, in latest styles and novelties, which we make to order, and guarantee in Fit, Trimmings, and Workmanship, equal to any that can be had in Maine.

A full line of Fine Custom Ready-Made Suits and Overcoats always on hand. Our Motto: Quick Sales at Small Profits.

No. 1 Lyceum Hall Building, Lewiston, Maine.

---

JOHN H. WHITNEY,
(Opposite J. Y. Scruton & Son.,)
REGISTERED APOTHECARY,
28 LISBON ST., LEWISTON.

Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded.

For Nice Pure Candies
—Go To—
A. E. HARLOW'S,
Where a large stock and variety is always on hand.
A. E. HARLOW, 58 Lisbon Street.

DR. EMERY BAILEY,
DENTIST,
No. 20 LISBON ST., - LEWISTON.

Gas administered to extract Teeth.

WALKER BROTHERS,
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Oysters, Clams, and Lobsters
Goods Delivered Without Extra Charge.
55 Bates St., Near Main St., Lewiston, Me.

WHITE & LEAVITT,
Dentists,
No. 1 Lyceum Block, Lisbon Street,
LEWISTON, ME.

CONANT & ANDREWS,
Livery, Feed, & Sale Stable.
Barges for Parties a Specialty.
Connected by Telephone.
Turner St., Near Court House, AUBURN.

SAMUEL HIBBERT'S
EATING HOUSE.
Meals at All Hours.
195 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, ME.

NEW STYLES.

MURPHY,
THE HATTER
SIGN, GOLD HAT.
LEWISTON, - - - MAINE.

F. I. Day,

Fine Boots and Shoes.

J. H. STETSON & CO.,
DEALERS IN
STOVES AND FURNACES,
Kitchen Furnishing Goods,
Tin, Iron, Copper, Wooden and Granite Iron Ware.
Tin Roofing and Slatting.
65 Lisbon Street, - LEWISTON, ME.
BRIDGE & SMITH,
No. 4 Court Street,

Fine * Job * Printing

College and Society Work.

Gazette Building, - - AUBURN, MAINE

MERRILL & WEBBER,
Book * Job * Printers

88 Main Street, AUBURN,

Opposite Mechanic Savings Bank Building.

BANNER CLOTHING HOUSE,
THE LARGEST AND LEADING CLOTHING HOUSE OF MAINE.
Advanced Styles in High-Grade Goods.

TAILOR-MADE GARMENTS
That Are Unequaled in Fit and General Excellence. Introducers of Novelties and the Best
of Everything Pertaining to Correct Dress. The Latest Ideas and
Standard Shapes in All Grades of

HARD + AND + SOFT + HATS.
A Magnificent Array of Rich and Elegant

FURNISHINGS.

PROMOTERS AND MAINTAINERS OF LOW PRICES.

BANNER CLOTHING HOUSE,
(Successors to BICKELL & NELSON),
BABBITT BROS., The One-Price, Cash, Square-Dealing Twin Clothiers, Owners and Managers.
Nos. 134 to 140 Lisbon St., LEWISTON, ME.